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Decision pending
on concert policy
By Mary Wry
Sufi Reporter

Newsphoto by Thomas D lindon

Watch out!

At first glance, it leemt Steve Hanson, sophomore (B.A.), is about to lose his
head to a hungry Siberian tiger. The tiger paster is an advertisement for the
Hanneford Circus which will give two performances Sunday. The poster will be
auctioned this afternoon at 2 p.m. in the Union Oval.

A University rock concert smoking
anil alcohol policy has not yet boon
formulated
I)r Kichard Kakin. vice provost lor
■Indent affairs; other administrators;
and representatives from the Student
Body Organisation iSBO); the Union
Activities Organization (UAO>:
Karma; the BG Studon! Co-op; and Pi
Kappa Alpha social fraternity, met
yesterday in a closed meeting to
discuss policy alternatives
Larry
Whitelealher.
SBO CO
cordinator for cultural affairs, said
yesterday's meeting was less
productive than the first and a mere
rehashing of problems that the issue
represents
He said Dr Kakin 'gave no hint of
when the policy will be done and that's
my major gripe "
•I ONLY PLKAD he (Dr Kakin i
will hurry so programming can get
under way lor fall quarter.' he said

Mitchell indicted by grand jury
WASHINGTON I APi
I'residenl
Nixon shuli Ifil personnel to fill
Watergate-created
White
House
vacancies yesterday as a federal grand
jury indicted two of his former Cabinet
members for financial irregularities in
last year's re-election campaign
The President recalled new
Republican John B Connally from
private life to be a special advisor and
named Central Intelligence Agency
iCIA i Director James H Schlesinger
as secretary of defense
As this was happening, evicted White
House lawyer John W Dean III
charged someone is out to keep him
from telling the full truth about
Watergate and attempts to cover up
the scandal He said there are efforts
to discredit what he has to say
JOHN N. MITCHELL, who headed
the re-election campaign until two
weeks after the Watergate break-in.
and Maurice II Stans. the campaign s
chief fund raiser, were charged with
conspiring to arrange a secret 000,000

contribution to the election effort
Also indicted by the grand jury in
New York were a New Jersey
Republican leader. Harry I. Sears and
Robert L
Vesco. former board
chairman of International Controls
Corp . who made the donation
There has been no wrongdoing on
my part." said Mitchell, once Nixon's
close associate and law partner "I am
certain that the judicial proceedings in
this case will fully vindicate and
confirm the absence of any
wrongdoing
Mitchell, who arrived at the Capitol
to be questioned by Senate
investigators yesterday afternoon, said
the indictment was "one of the most
irresponsible acts I ever heard of
coming out of the Justice Department''
which he formerly headed
BOTH HE AND Stans also issued
statements through the Nixon
campaign committee.
Stans.
budget director under
President Dwight I) Eisenhower and

Gynecological
c/ inic sessions
'working well'
By Marilyns Newtoa
More than 300 students have used the
gynecological clinic sessions at the
Health Center since the clinic opened
Feb. 19
Dr. Henry Vogtsberger. Health
Center chief-of-sUff. said yesterday.
The clinic has been working out verywell and I am pleased "
The clinic serves about 40-45 students
per week, he said A licensed gynecologist from the Medical College of
Ohio at Toledo works at the University
every Monday and Friday from 1-5
p m About 20 students are treated
each day
"When it started it was thought to be
a birth control clinic." Dr Vogtsberger said "It has turned out to be
not only used for that but has served its
function in treating major gynecological problems as well."
THE CLINIC is usually booked 10
days to two weeks in advance, although
emergencies are taken care of right
away, he said.
Dr. Vogtsberger said he would Idte
the Medical College to send two gynecologists to each session beginning
next fall
Both the University and the Medical
College would have to approve the
change.
i think it's going to grow and more
women will take advantage of the
clinic "be said.
Dr. Yasbiko Kagi, a senior resident
at the Medical College, said about four
or five women use the clinic each ses-

sion primarily for a birth control facility
He said he does not have enough
time to discuss birth control methods
in depth with students because of the
number of women he must see each
session
it lakes 20 or 30 minutes to discuss
it with them and we do not have enough
time.'' Dr. Kagi said he gives a booklet
on birth control to the women who have
come to the clinic primarily for that
reason
"WE MAY HAVE to set up a special
session for those girls who only want
birth control if there get to be too
manv." he said.
Although Dr Kagi has been the gynecologist most frequently working at the
University, he said he will be coming
here less often.
He will be replaced by Dr. Melvin
Ayers. assistant professor of obstetrics, and Dr. B. Anrutha. who has
recently returned from a visit to India.
Dr. Marion Dietrich also frequently
attends the clinic sessions.
Dr. Kagi said he sees no need for two
gynecologists to attend each session
because there is only one examining
room
But Dr Dietrich has asked for
another gynecologist to accompany her
at the clinic sessions
Dr. Kagi said he thought the University gynecological clinic operates more
smoothly than the one at the Medical
College.
"The patients are better educated
and easier to talk to," he said.
The clinic will not be in operation
this summer.

before thai a deputy postmaster
general, had been Nixon s Chief lund
raiser in the l%8 campaign also
I am greatly dismayed by the
action of the grand jury, be iaid in
denying an\ wrongdoing
I expect
that when all the lads are heard I will
be vindicated
The indictments are the highest
reaching charges to date in the
ballooning scandal known by the all en
compassing name of Watergate Only
once in hislory has a I S attorney
general been Indicted and only one
Cabinet member has ever been sent to
prison
IRONICALLY, during their govern
men! service, both men lived in the
Watergate apartment oil ice complex
with their families
There was no comment Irom the
While House on the indictments
In his move to the Pentagon
Schlesinger would succeed Klliol I.
Richardson who is undergoing Senate
confirmation hearings lor attorney
general.
Richard G
Kleindienst.
Mitchell's successor in that post,
resigned because ol close personal and
official associations with Watergate
figures.
Nixon named William F. Colby to
replace Schlesinger as head ol the CIA
Pentagon general counsel J Fred
Buzhardt Jr was appointed as a
special counsel in the White House
with full responsibility in matters

relating

10 the

Watergate

invesii

gallon
THE SHUFFLING lollowed by 10
days the resignation ol Nixon s closest
aides. II li Haldeman and John I)
Khrlii-hman. as chief of staff and
domestic assistant respectively
Press secretary Ronald I. Ziegler in
announcing the shifts and Connally s
return as a part-time, unpaid advisor,
said Nixon intends to maintain more
direct communication with his
t abinet

Whitelealher said members ol the
student co-op. fraternities, sororities.
UAO. SBO Student Activities and the
Charities Hoard have all postponed
programming activities until .< policy
is released
He said representatives at the
meeting leaned toward having student
marshals at concerts, but members of
SBO and UAO said students shouldn't
have to take the responsibility
At the Double Brothers concert, a
student usher asked another student to
slop smoking because a campus
policeman was nearby and our usher
got rapped in the teeth. Whitelealher
said
Students should not lie put on the line
liketh.it. he said
Whitelealher said the six letters thai
students sent to his oil ice concerning
the issue were read al (he meeting, but
"lor the most part they were insults to
Dr. Kakin and that's mil the way you
approach an administrator "
HE SAIO HE wished more letters
included recommendations on how to
solve the problem and had portrayed
UK studenl as being a responsible
adult
"At the present tune I don't know
what will happen, but a policy will
come out ol the Student Affairs
office, lie slid
Doug Bugie. PI Kappa Alpha representative, said. The whule meeting
was vague, but the trend seems to be
going toward studenl marshals or
some role where students would act as
mediators
Bugie said Dr Kakin is not against
having concerts, but is sticking with
what he has said in the past-no
tolerance ol smoking or drinking at
concerts
He said Dr Kakin's primary concern
seems to bo that smoking is a fire

WASHINGTON (API
Watergate
conspirator James W McCord says he
was told logs ol wiretapped conversations were delivered to John W
Mitchell while he was I'residenl
Nixon's campaign director, court
papers showed yesterday
McCord also said in a pretnal
statement taken under oath April 30
and May 1. that he was told Mitchell
urged the Watergate bugging crew to
get into operation as quickly as
possible
THE INFORMATION in both cases.
McCord testified, came from 0.

Gordon l.iddy. another convicted
Watergate ligure who was boss ol the
crew that entered and bugged
Democratic Party headquarters over
the Memorial weekend last year
lie said l.iddy also told him that an
espionage budget of $50,000 had been
approved by White House counsel John
W Dean III and former Ally Gen
Mitchell and that another $100,000 was
available.
The McCord deposition was taken in
connection with the Democrats' $6.4
million civil suit against Committee
for the Re-election of the President

Cambodian soldiers rush an injured companion to an aid station south of
Phnem Penh, the Cambodian capital. The soldier was hurt during recant
fighting along Route 30 where government troop, are battling insurgents for
control of the highway.

and others connected with the Nixon
campaign
McCord said there had been periodicdiscussions between him and Liddy
about the proposed Watergate burglary
extending back to December 1971.

OK needed
for language
requirement
An option in the language requirement of the College ol Arts and
Sciences allowing students to use two
foreign languages to lullill the requirement, has only been proposed, not
approved. Dr. Allen Kepke. assistant
dean ol the College ol Arts and
Sciences, said yesterday
A story in the May 2 BG News
reported that beginning fall quarter a
student may fulfill his language
requirement by completing any firstyear, three-quarter sequence in each of
two different foreign languages
Dr Boris Matthews, chairman of the
German and Russian department, had
said the option had been approved,
except lor a stipulation that a student
have an average of "C" or better in the
courses.
However. Dr Kepke said this idea
was merely a proposal and was not approved by the Arts and Sciences Council
The changes in the language requirement will have to be approved by Academic Council, the provost and the University President before becoming
policy.

Associated Press Wirepholo

for help

OR. EAKIN plans to enforce existing
University codes concerning smoking
in buildings and the use of alcohol.
Bugle said
He said Dr Kakin is to hold another
meeting alter he has put something
together so we can give him our
opinions on it
I think I'm being objective and 1
ran honestly say he (Dr Kakini is
making an honest effort to come up
with a good policy-considering the
Conservative atmosphere ol Bowling
Ureen
Marilyun Newton, co-op presidesU.
said. It seems to me the whole thing
is dealing in condescending to the
students,
saying
they're not
responsible they break laws and so are
trying to solve the problem with more
rules
The administrators are
disregarding that students are intelligent
human beings and could take the
responsibility upon themselves." she
said
BOTH SHE AND Whitelealher said
the meeting should have been open to
Students and the press to allow more
student input
Whitelealher said any student who
does not express his views on the
subject now should keep his trap shut
alter the policy comes out
i get tired of people complaining
after everything's done and 1 suggest
any concerned student, lacully
member or administrator contact Dr
Kakin now." he said.
Dr. Kakin was not available lor
comment and other administrators
declined to comment on the issue
until Dr. Kakin has made a formal
statement

AAcCord says Mitchell urged
Watergate buggers into action

»M

Hurrying

hazard and it a lire should start a panic
could result, endangering students
lives

DR. KEPKE also said the new
course sequence (called the second
track "i of Romance Languages 111.
and language 112. 113. 211. and 212 will
require a reading knowledge of the language on the part of the student
He described the "first track''
sequence (101. 102. 102. 201 and 2021 as
one in which the student will have a
reading, speaking and listening knowledge ol the language.
e To
'Language
requirement
needs council approval,' page nine
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on the right

lounge only?
Wednesday's announcement that the University will sel
aside about 285 on-campus living spaces lor students with a
"lounge OOly*' visitation policy is nothing short ol the
ridiculous
K.ivelta Paulsen, associate dean ol Students, said about 2(MI
students began the 1972-7:1 year with a "lounge-only" policy
Hut only 30OT so students are slill under that policy now
Apparently a large number oi them didn't quite appreciate
regulations that allowed them to visit members ol the
opposite sex only in the crowded public lounge areas ol their
dormitories
With about 8.U0U students living on campus, those ;lll still
using the lounge only' rule represent less than one-hall ol
one per cent ol the on campus population
Vet the University Still plans to reserve a large chunk ol the
residence halls lor lounge only'' students next year
Paulsen said a committee studying visitation policies
recommended eliminating the lounge only option
Yet the University is selling aside 2Hfi spaces lor lounge
only'' residents
Why'.' Because some people think the University slill needs
to oiler the option to studenls-and parents
Who are those people'' The residence hall stalls' The
student affairs stall' The Administration ' The trustees'' With
only :i0 persons using the policy now. we hardly think those
people are the students
II the University must offer a lounge only policy nexl
year, we suggest it cut the number ot rooms it plans to
reserve
In light ol this year s statistics. 28,ri is outrageous

megovern's surreal world
By William F Buckley Jr.
Senator McGovern has heatedly
denied saying to Joe McGinniss the
things McGinniss published in the New
York Times Magazine last Sunday
McGinniss has stuck by his version
ol what McGovern told him. late at
night at various motels during a
weekend of campaigning in South
Dakota last March
On the question ot which man is
correct, I incline towards McGinniss
Mr is ,i gifted reporter, with an ear for
idiom
MOREOVER, although he begins his
piece by acknowledging that by the
tune election day came around he
found it a duty to support
i McGovern I not ,i privilege "
McCinniss is clearly in sympathy
with McGovern and McGovernism.
and the whole ol the piece inures
greatly to the advantage of McGovern
the man. though ol course the headline
making excerpts were damaging
People don't care very much

whether a president likes his vice
president, or whether a presidential
candidate likes his vice presidential
iandidate-as often as not they dislike
each other, and for reasons perfectly
natural.
But they do care that a president or a
candidate be circumspect in speaking
about the other man. and this George
McGovern was not. though the sutures
were nicely applied last week, with
McGovern and Kagleton pledging to
each other their perpetual love and
admiration as the article was about to
come out-the kind of thing Nelson
Kockefeller and John Lindsay used to
do
WHAT MCGOVERN did not protest,
so far as is known, was more
interesting really than the Kagleton
business, and conlirms the surreal
world that presidential candidate
McGovern lives in.
He told about going to the football
stadium in Washington in mid-August
In order to get to our seats, we had to
cross a catwalk above a section where

people were seated As soon as they
saw me, they started to boo
There was a certain amount of
applause, too ..but the booing wasn't
the good nalured kind. It had a mean,
ugly tone I looked down and I saw
hatred, real contempt, on the faces
They were shaking their fists and
shouting
get outta here, ya
sonofabitch
Things like that It was awful. It
was the first time I had seen this kind
of harsh, ugly undercurrent "
AND THEN MCGOVERN told
McGinniss about the consequence for
America of his defeat in November
"I really believe we may have
missed our last chance to turn away
Irom militarism, to prevent a loss of
faith in our institutions."
From this juxtaposition one sees the
perverse innocence of George
McGovern -still he doesn't understand
why he was beaten His candidacy, he
says, was our last chance to turn
away from militarism."
Militarism is not a spectre that
'-■ v v«ww:
■■"•

11 :■■*.*

$10,000,000
Newsweek magazine this week reported that American
bombers are dropping $10,000,000 worth ot bombs on Cam
bodian soil every 24 hours.
Have you ever tried to imagine what you could do with $10
million?
You could go to college for 5.000 years, assuming you spent
$2,000 per year
You could pay your general fee
You could pay your rent or the $50 general fee money 200.000
times.
Or you could buy 250,000 coupon books
There would always be 7,500,000 bacon, lettuce and tomato
sandwiches from the Union.
Spending $20 for groceries, you could go to the store 500,000
times.
Ten million dollars worth of the taxpayers' money is not an
insignificant sum. especially for day after day bombing
missions.
It should be enough to make you question American
priorities.

ONE FEARS THAT he really
believes that in Kngland the people
would have reacted differently
Meanwhile it must be particularly
galling to learn that the nomination ol
candidate McGovern was not alone the
work of Professors Galbraith and
Schlesingcr and Bob & Carol & Ted &
Alice, but of Donald Segretti et al.
agents of the White House, who knew
that Nixon would stand the best chance
of all against the American who knew
least of all about his country

so they say
Sptro T. Agnew. laying thai the
administration ii prepared to open a
dialogue with the press:

THINK WE'VE GOT HIM TO THE STATE OF MIND WHERE HE'LL PAY ANYTHING WE ASK!'

"I do not apologize for the content ol
my earlier criticism Hut I treely
admit it could have been stated less
abrasivelv "

opinion

athlete privileges 'myfh'
Contrary to what so many students
believe, special privileges to athletes
at Bowling Green may be more myth
than reality
An examination of some common
student beliefs may help illuminate the
issue
' I do not leel it is right for an athlete
to have his schedule approved when
many times ours are returned as
partial schedules." says Claudia
Leschuitta. junior, i Kd >
Many students view the athletes
attending classes with disgust, because
they seem to get to many advantages,
not only in the classroom, but out of it
also

tin May 14. 1970. lollowing two nights ol demonstrations.il
Jackson State College in Mississippi, two black youths lay
dead-gunned down by Mississippi Highway Patrolmen and
Jackson city policemen. Twelve persons were injured.
According to the Report of the President s Commission on
Campus Unrest, the cause of the disturbance was not clear
One student, asked Bt the Commission hearings why the
trouble started, said. When you go to class every da) and in
overcrowded classrooms and it is hot and sweats in there, you
lust get led up with it and, you know, you should have had
more classrooms and your classrooms should have been cool
and you are sitting in a hundred degree classroom and that
night it is the same thing, and you ain't got nothing to do
You just got to do something, and it is lust one thing led to
another, so that is the way it was "
The commission said. The manv serious weaknesses i"
American colleges and universities today have contributed
significantly and needlessly to the growth ol campus unrest."
Campus governance was listed a major area in need ol
relorm.
It ottered general guidelines which included increased
participation oi students, faculty, and stall in the formulation
ol university policies.
Changes in regulations concerning student lite should be
made with the involvement of students, the report stated
Such student participation in college governance may have
helped alleviate the conditions the Jackson State student
mentioned.
Such reform was needed, and still is. at most other
universities across the nation.
Remember the students who died there. And remember that
only if members ol the University community work together
can such conllicts be resolved.

BUT THERE ARE many many
Americans, and some of them no doubt
were at the football stadium that
afternoon in mid-August, who believe
that a demagogic disparagement of the
military and the underestimation of
their importance--by such proposals as
a reduction of 30 billion in the military
budget-endanger everything they care
for.
The security of the country, the
health and safety of their children their freedom, among other things to
reject George McGovern
He thought, he told McGinniss, of
leaving America after the election, of
going to live in Kngland but was
restrained from doing so only out of a
sense of loyalty to the two million
Americans who had worked for his
victory

Washington Star-King F«alur*t SyndKat*

Barb Stiver
Gural Columnist

remember?

hangs over American life There are
probably more Americans afraid of
being bitten by black widow spiders
than by American militarists

BOB DUDLEY, one of the two
academic advisors for the athletes,
said one of the most necessary jobs is
the scheduling of athletes
"There are certain blinks of time
when the athlete must be free in order
to practice," he said
For example,
during the lootball season, the kids
have to be free between 3 and 6 p.m.

for practice
Some collect and arrange their
schedules for them Otherwise we
couldn t conduct a program, and we do
this only in season "
I'ln' scheduling ol classes is rather
new to the athletic department The
academic advisors
were never
permitted to do the scheduling until
after the Student Development
program received the okay" to have
preferential scheduling
DUDLEY SAID another facet of his
job is to check on the athletes hours to
make sure they are meeting the
requirements of the Cniversity, the
Mid-American Conference and the
Ni A A "A kid could forfeit a whole
season if he is one hour short." he
explained
Another student complaint is the
idea that special courses are created
for the athlete just so he can make it
through school.
"Like anything else. Art lot is a snap
(or art majors By the same token,
athletes are highly skilled in athletic
events." Dudley said "A basketball
player should get a high grade in a
basketball class, because that's his
special field "
Dudley does advise the athletes to
take courses that would act as buffers
when taking other difficult courses
"But this is no different than any other

student on campus
There are not only physical
education majors on the athletic
teams
Dudley said the athletic
program has as varied a group .is an)
on campus, consisting of pre-med. pre
law and business students as well as
education majors
DESPITE THE NOTION that one
cannot be both a scholar and an
athlete, most of Bowling Green s
athletes do well in the classroom
During winter quarter, eight athletes
earned 4 0 grade averages And I07
others
earned
scholar athlete
awards A scholar athlete must earn at
least a 3.0 quarter average
Kathy King, sophomore. lAltS), said
she believes the athletes get special
breaks when grades are given out. ' It
seems like professors give the athletes
a special pull towards the end ol the
quarter," shesaid
"Discrimination can work both
ways." Dudley said. If a prolessor
knows the student is an athlete.

because of the dumb athlete
itereotype, the professor may
discriminate against the athlete
I would like to think that neither
extreme exists to a great degree at
Howling Green." Dudley laid
Virginia I'edraza. freshman. iB.A.l.
said she leels that so much money is
spent on athletics and not enough on
the people that really need it
"THERE ARE very few athletes
here just to play By far the greater
percentage is here for an education."
Dudley said
Many of the athletes could not have
gone to school. except because of their
skills Athletics sure have helped a lot
of people, and we certainly don't
apologize for that
Diane Streeter. junior. lEd.i. said
Ihat she knows that the athletes get
special privileges outside of a
classroom situation
I know some of
the guys, and they have their own
doctor, their own trainer, and they get
their medicine free at the infirmary "
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Injuries are a natural part of the
physical activity in which athletes
participate
The trainer and his
assistants are trained to take care ol
the routine pulled muscles, but many
times a player will have a serious
injury or illness
It then is important to the health of
the individual that a doctor is available
that can not only treat him. but can
understand his position as an athlete
Dr. Henry Vogtsberger who has
been a team physician for 14 years.
said. I don't receive any extra pay.
either from the Cniversity or the
athletic department Any time 1 spend^
outside the regular clinic hours is my own free time This is the policy I've
always had here."
The team doctors do not receive any
time off from the Health Center to
administer to the athletes either. I)r
Vogtsberger said
HOCKEY IS A vicious game and
there must be a doctor present for
every game in case of serious injury,
explained Dr Vogtsberger Dr Robert
Desmond,
another
University
physician, attends every hockey game
and is their team physician
When an athlete goes to the Health
Center to see a doctor, the individual is
not given preferential treatment Dr
Vogtsberger said, "He must wait his
turn like everyone else.
During the athlete s sport season,
the cost of any treatment, including Xrays. tests, and medication is charged
to the athletic department, he said
This is only during the sport seasons
when injuries and illnesses are often
connected with the sport
"I'm very careful not to give
preferential treatment to an athlete.
Dr. Vogtsberger said
This Health
Center is for everyone
These ideas and beliefs are usually
based on rumors and "What I've
heard." If everyone would stop and
look at the entire situation maybe they
would realize that athletes are treated
for the most part like anyone else at
this university.
THE RELATIONSHIP between
athletes and non-athletes could be
greatly improved if trained leaders
would lead discussion groups,
examining the problems This could
help the groups to a better
understanding and appreciation of
each other's capabilities, and to realize
that they all belong to one groupstudents of Bowling Green State
University.
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Store representatives
view meat price ceiling
By Chris Smith
Staff Reporter

N*w*phrt« by Carl S*U

Latest

Mtmbtn of Om«go P«i Phi fraternity, dancing up a ltorm on th* Union oval,
tMm to bo attracting quit* a bit of attention. Is it the latest dance stop or jutt
general fooling around th ' provides all the enjoyment?

dance step?

President Nixon's ceiling
on meal prices h;is had little
eflect on retail meat prices,
area supermarket representatives said yesterday
E.
A. Young,
vice
president of the Toledo
division AW. said the
ceiling sets limits on rising
prices, but does not affect
price decreases
"The grocery business is
extremely competitive To
stay in competition we have
to reflect any decreases in
market price*, in our retail
prices." he said

lo normal levels during the
last three weeks
Prices in the beef market
are steady now. although
long-range prices will
depend on the success of this
year's grain crops, he said.
The manager of Centre
Market in Bowling Green
said his meat sales have
been normal and that his
prices are below ceiling
levels with steaks averaging
20 to 30 cents below the
limit

VOl'Nti SAID AW's
meat sales were down
slightly alter the April meat
boycott, but have increased

Roses'-fast-paced production
By Patty Bailey
EaterUuuneal Editor
They were off and running
and like a good horse race
the most exciting part was
the finish
•The Subject Was Hoses
opened Wednesday night in
Joe E Brown Theatre and
through the first act 1
wanted to yell. Whoa, slow
down a minute " But the
second act was much im-

Woman's skit
set for tonight
A skit entitled
The
Woman's I'lay" will be
presented tonight at 8 in 105
Hanna Hall
Presented by the Street
Corner Society
from
Michigan State University.
the skit concerns the growth
of a woman to maturity and
the forces which influence
her to adopt a specific role.
The skit, which is free and
open to the public, is
sponsored by WOMEN and
Student Activities

proved over the first
The actors in the threecharacter play by Frank D
liilroy gave a very polished
performance
almost too
polished during the first
half Cue pick-ups were so
quick they had the effect of
people throwing lines at
each other, without stopping
to think first
It watn'l mechanicalinflection and meaning were
always very clear-but 1 had
the impression the Clearys
had rehearsed their family
arguments many times
before the audience was
invited to view them.
It can be argued that this
is what the author and
director intended, but I still
fell the characters were
being manipulated by wellrehearsed actors during the
first act.
HOWEVER, the fast
pacing seemed very appropriate to the intense arguments in the second act and
the actors finally took
pauses where they needed
them
The characterization of
John and Nettie Cleary. as
played by Richard Crouse.

with Ins son. particularly the
one in which he hit him and
the oiher when he reached
out lo take him in his arms
SUvic s IH'M si-ene was
her monologue late at night
on why she hail decided to
marry John Cleary instead
of another man
DIRECTOR of the produc
tion. Thomas J
l.yulc.
graduate student, did an
excellent job at entertaining
and moving the opening
night audience, despite a hot
theater, missed light cues
and a prop crew that seemed
to be robbing the Cleary
house during a scene
change.
The setting by Brian!
ll.imoi Lee. assistant pro-

Speech analysis slated

lessor ol speech was effective at thrusting the play
into the laps of the audience,
although he had to employ
extremely sharp angles and
restricted playing space to
do so
Costuming by U.nl Argetsinger. instructor in speech,
seemed to fit the period
well

Judging by the audience
reaction and applause. I'd
say the lime was very well
spent

HRS. 9-11 WEEKDAYS
HRS. 9-11 SUN.
HRS. 9-12 FRI. & SAT.

Las ANGELES (API - The Pentagon
papers trial judge was told yesterday
that Daniel Kllsberg was overheard on
FBI wiretaps as long as two years
before he released the papers to news
media He also learned records of the
wiretaps are missing from the FBI filed
The disclosure that a telephone
conversation of Kllsberg's bad been
tapped while he was at a friend's home
was made by the new acting FBI director. William Huckelshaus. in a memo to
the judge.
The judge immediately stopped fur-

NOW PLAYING

MORE FUN THAN "BUTCH CASSIDY
AND THE SUNDANCE KID" WAS!

I lay^fiWi

Cherubs

7up 8Pk
II

Hill

IN

Ol <)•!• A Naumai General Pictuies Release

STANVN-a.

c

69

plus deposit

12 oz. bottles

■

'

NOW PLAYING
EVE AT 7:00-9:40
SAT SUN MAT 1:45 4:20

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER
BEST ORIGINAL DRAMATIC SCORE

I

Mountain Dew Qts.

3 m 89°

737 S. Main
352-8639

State lottery
COLUMBUS (API - A nine member
commission to make recommendations
for a state lottery won 63-26 approval of
the Ohio House yesterday but will have
lobe revised
The House refused to go along with an
emergency clause giving the bill immediate effect, and its language requires
the appointment of commission members by next Tuesday Without the
clause, the bill doesn't take effect for 90
days.

Rhodes eligible
COLUMBUS t APi - The Ohio Supreme
Court ruled yesterday that former twoterm Republican Qov, James A Rhodes
is eligible to seek another four-year
term in 1974.
The decision came in a case filed by
Rhodes seeking to have Secretary of
State Ted W. Brown accept his petitions
for the 1974 contest

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65
•
•
•
•
•

• Facilities include
IV2 baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
Indoor Pool
Contact Our Rental Agent at

741 High St.
352-6248
Hrs. 10-12,1-5, 7-11 Everyday but Wed.

2?± -'Eternallypoignant!"
—ANDREW SARHIS, Village Voice

Bates and Springer Inc.

CHARLES CHAPLIN'S J
LIMELIGHT

>OOJ

CLAJRE BLOOM ^-.-,..^,u-..-<H~JfJ<>

SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPON

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

ther proceedings in the trial and ordered
the government to find all records on
electronic surveillance of Kllsberg
But later the judge received word
from the Justice Department in
Washington that the records are
missing

(based on 4 person occupancy)

7"oo bad sky blue
went to pot.

South Side Six
Corn Chips
Pork Rinds
Cheez Curls Tortilla Chips
Party Snacks

Ellsberg trial

EVE AT 7 15-9:30
SA1 SUN MAI 2:15-4:40

•■•

20* Off

WASHINGTON (API - The House
yesterday passed a measure interpreted
as opposing continued U.S. bombing in
Cambodia.
It approved an amendment by Rep.
Joseph P Addabbo (D-N.Y.I denying
President Nixon's H'M) million-defense
spending transfer request, including at
least 1175 million for the bombing and
other Indochina activities
The vote marked the first antiwar
measure passed by the House during the
Indochina conflict.

-r=— STAMVM
3T»i»IWPI—^v

9:00 p.m.

Cain's Snacks

Antiwar bill

IN THE director's notes
on the back of the program
l.yttle stales
"If our
production this evening eh
Cltl one admission of a real
yel unconleiMd love, then
lust our time and yours has
been well spent "

The speech patterns of a University foreign student will
be analyzed Tuesday. May 15. at 7 p.m by l)r Wallace
Pretzer, associate professor of English
Dr. Pretzer will present "A Monolingual Demonstration"
in 403 Moseley Hall He will demonstrate how a linguist can
analyze a language which he has neither learned nor
studied
Sponsored by the linguistics steering committee, the
program is free and open to the public

! PRESENT THIS COUPON TO THE CINEMA II BOX OFFICE
j YOU WILL BE ADMITTED TO "LIMELIGHT" FOR JUST
i'100

THE CHASE
IS ON !!!
SIGMA CHI
DERBY DAY

FRI.-SAT. SUN. ONLY
OPEN 8 00 SHOW 8:45

3 Free Cokes on
Large Pizza

ACTION. THRILLS, AND FUN!

GENEHACKMAN FEANAN00 RFY
ROY SOCCER TONY LO BIANCO

DOMINO'S

THE FRENCH

EffiHIU

IN THE OREAT•TRADITION |
OF AMERICAN THRILLERS

352-5221

high." she said.
Beef sales were down
during the boycott but are
back to normal now. she
said
"If our meat costs go
down we have to pass the
decrease along to the
customer." she said
"However, for most stores
the meat and other
perishables are where their
profits are made
Most
items on the shelf are sold at
or below costs

newsnoTes

IN THE LIFE AND
TIMES OF

Upper Room presents
Main Street
Tonight (above Centre Drugs)

graduate student, and
Laurie Steele. freshman.
lEd.l. respectively, also
improved
Crouse was believable as
the coffee tycoon who
couldn't tell his son be loved
him and Steele captured the
middle aged mother effectively in the second half
David Hamilton, senior
lEd.l. was good throughout
the production as the son.
Tunmy Cleary His sensitive
portrayal of the World War
II veteran never faltered
from the high level where he
established it during Act 1.
through Act II. when the
performances of the other
actors rose to meet it
Crouse was especially
good in the confrontations

•PEOPLE SEEM more
concerned with quality of
the meat than with the
price." he said "Steak and
ground beef sales are up
because it's the barbecueing
season "
A
Koodtown representative said the meat
ceiling was not the answer
lo high prices.
"It doesnt solve the
problem ol a supply
shortage and as long as the
supplv is low. prices will be

2(>»CMyr,-Ni

K

!!>

COLOR BY Ot LUXE'

BATED R UN0ER 17 REQUIRESACCOMPANYING PARENT

FRIDAY:
CHASE - 11:00-3:00
ALL GREEK TEA
3:30 AT Cl
SAT.:
12:00 NOON
GAMES BEHIND
MEMORIAL HALL

4 TK« BG N.w., Friday, May 11, 1973
t

Miscellaneous notices, events

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Cop

I

MICHAEL
Ditlove.
national designer and photographer, has canceled his
appearance scheduled on
campus today.
He was scheduled to show
some of his works and hold a
question and answer period
at 10 am. and 2 pm in 101
Fine Arts Bid*

ORGANIZATIONS wanting to include (unction
dates in the campus calendar should submit them to
the
Student
Activities
Office. 406 Student Services
Bldg . in care of Jim Cleveland by Monday. May 14
MARCIA

GUINAN

will

KREISCHER BEER
BLAST
May 11

ciate professor of education,
will hold fall pre-registration advisement sessions for
special education majors
next week in 412 Education
Bldg
Dr. Miniiie will be available at the following times:
Monday. May 14-9 a.m. to
noon and 1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, May 15-9 a.m. to
noon and 3-5 p.m.
Wednesday.
May
16-9
a.m. to noon and 1-3 p.m.
Thursday. May 17-9 a.m.
to noon.
Friday. May 18-9 a.m. to
noon and 1-5 p.m.

discuss "Everything You
Always Wanted to Know
About Pregnancy (But Were
Afraid to Ask)" Monday
night at 9 p.m.
Uuinan. a graduate student in college student personnel, is a counselor at the
Kmcilion.il and Material
Pregnancy Aid (EMPA)
center.
Sponsored by Alpha
Lambda Delta, the open discussion will be held in the
music room, McDonald
West Hall
DR. ELSIE Minifie. asso-

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515E.WOOSTER

' 1.00 AT DOOR

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

GLENDALE COLLEGE
OF LAW
A PI'II

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED

Pio9>amQuaMyMQGioduaiinlo< in1'' BarEaam

MODEL SUITE

► S Mm hom Downtown l« Antjeh" In A Sufewfaan Communil

HOURS:
12-5

•
• tnoui.n>s Aic lnv.tf.ift, Itw Deon 01 Mnnwtoiw
GUNDAlt COUICE OF IAW
220 NO. GUNDAK AVI
GUNDAK. CA 91206

It
1.
16
17
P>
20
21
22
23
26

Great, inn.I style,
M.in nil k r i ..in.Evolve.
Moderate.
i..mi.in cake.
ttlnllj PMAS.
\X .iiMiri rnl.
Woody plant.
Partiality.
I'r.-i.lriili.il
nickname.
27 Part of a tntiarco

11
12
13
18
22
21

ripe.
■Men!
.11
31
35
36
38

California settler.
llir.kf.i i food.
Florence** river.
Tested lor sine.
I'arl of a menu.

25
28
21
in

10 Fragrance.

CALL

352-7444

It Drop in for a
visit.
14 Hay on word*.

32

Raymond of TV.
Enir*
Dance.
Hidden.
Sears.
Part of a mailing
machine.
Label..
TI lorlh.
Uppity on.,
Small bird of
W..I III.1L
Street -I.M.
A.fan lane.uae.e.
Sturdy.
Slirrina.

'.?

■

4

I

46

SI

■ BJJ
49

■

■V 5

c

3

50

39

|42 | ■

I'

■

30

Laa ^5

37 I ■ 38

36

44

29
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c

I"
33 11-

40

13

19

1
'■1

12

16

I.

24

?3

\|

10

9

'

s

'■■'■

^p

59

fO

6'

S3

64

K

,

"

37 Quid

15 Revolutionary
assembly.
17 Court.
IR Emharras-nienl.
'i2 Type of leather.
'..'i It. i-.m - father.
'.b Teacher*' or*.
H With many.

VI
12
•5
•6
18
4'»

Spinning.
Plant runner*.
Dilty.
N.w York town.
French naint.
1).

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZUE
G'»;D;SSWT»'»'il»'i

r.ll Peewee
51
52
53
54

-,H Decide*.
61) Hazard.

ft] One.
62 Out do.
63 Cot up.
6i Ancient CMrMM
Mate.
6*t March time of

dim

Orient..
Family member.
U.S. ritiien.
Arena animal:
Span.

s's

58 Slice.
59 Where: l.al.

old.

NOW
LEASING

[2131 247 0770

^BOWIES

%♦«%

31
.12
.13
35

■

17

3 Mn-fiim
grouping.
4 Ginger drink.
5 Overflow.
6 Combs a rertain
way.
7 Envoy'- aide.
8 Honey producer.
" Hied (oneself).
10 I ml...II.-h

I i. ti.iM.i!
rlf-ph.lll!

11 Vehicle.

Featuring Jake McCabe
9:00-1:00

•

V

7

6

15

20

DOWN
1 Rascal.
2 Type of bear.

I '">• - l>e*l In.'ii.I :
Init*.
i Attempt: Colloq.

e

4

3

14

i Gen I Iciiurrt (..up

ACROSS

2

NITE CLUB

by Bran, pa.rk.ar aad Johnny hart

THE WIZARD OF ID

s-cMf, So FINP iaue Al£7THEK
XNP TJ5LU HEf? A \MOMM (X&4NEP
i*4l&i«A>J WANTS To S66 HEr?

KN0C*

Wednesday 50-50 Nite
Thursday 2 for 1 Nite

to
iSr''

,

KNOCK

Now Appearing
L ^^_J I

Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat.

.

—>*-

5-11

.—

EFFIC

BOJAN&ES

AT

mn

COCKTAIL LCUHGL
BOWLING GREEN O

CLaSSIFIED

<i'

893 S. Main St. • 352-9074
PERSONALS
t \MIM SCAl.KNDAH

FREE PUPPIES black &
white 6 wks I'h 353 3401 or
354-6794

r ridav M.i\ II, lV7:i

OXFORD HOUSE

Chris Cunningham m.nl student < will lecture M
Water Hydrology, at noon in 7UOverman Mall

( jmnus Jewish Organisation will hold en alive Sabbath
services at 6 30 pm in I'roul Chapel

(has)

Street Corner Society, a drama group Irom Midi Still
will present a play centered around Itireotyned m roles
in 106 Manna Mall at 8 pm

WEEKEND SPECIALS!!

Ttwre will t- a perlormam'e ot coiuposiiions by tif-'d
student* in the Kecital Mall ol the Music HUIK at 8 laptn

Now $188»*

long Sleeve Dress Shirts Reg. >io to >i6

Ground

Main Street will perform at the I pper Koom at V pin at
Ittt'iN Main Free admission, tree cof lee

At 11 o clock the chaw is on.
It lasts till 3 you must be
strong
Sins are last and eleven L»I
Hut alter todav. well be
black and blue''
ITShKHHYDAY'"
What
the
Mongol*
Schmigmas
get
your
Kahoona to the Mun Parly
Need a ticket fur the Indv
500'" (all I'AO office for
information 2-2343

Saturday May 12. 1973

Now $1088

Double Knit Golf Slacks Reg. <16
DOUBLE KNIT SPORT COATS

Wittenberg at

Congrats. Little Mandv on
your Chi ODelta Tau lavatiering Love, Clara

The Sanctuary coffee house will Icature Heckv Waison
Chris tA-vdahl & Kim While at 8 30 pm in Kohl Hall Fretto all

Hadge congratulations nn
being elected pledge trainer
ol TKK I m proud of vou
Your h I sis Annie

The women s lacrosse team will play
Sterling Farm

Sunday. May 13. 1973
10-speed

$

The Campus Hridge Club will hold its last Duplicate Match
of tile year at 1 30 pm in Ihe Ohio Suite ol the Cnion
Trophies and prues will be awarded

88

Reg. '40 Now 34

The B Q 8l hool ol Self Defense will meet at 6 30 pm in 201
Haves Hall

PLUS

The BUSI' Karate (Tub will meet from 7» pm in the
Forum of Ihe Student Services Kldg Open to all

All Outerwear and Sportswear Is Reduced

Poetry Forum will meet at 850 6lh St . Apt 2 at 7 30 pm
Hnng vour own poetry for discussion

from 10% to 50% OFF

Monday May 14. 1973
Dr V N Krishnan professor of Kronomics at B li . will
speak on Trends in the Terms of Trade of Developing
Countries, at 3 pm in 218 Kducation Bldg All invited to
come
Ms Martha Kckman will speak on the plight of working
women at 7 30 pm in the Pink Dogwood Suite of the I mon
Free and open to the publit-

(PLUS)

THIS WEEK ONLY!!
All Orders of Formal Wear Will Be Given A
20% DISCOUNT On Any FORMAL RENTAL

Rider needed to L A . Cald
area May 17th Call 352 9106

Lost B&W golf umbrella
Reward call 3721690
Lost- wire frame glasses
blue-yellow & white case If
anv info call Cathy 2 4163

Open Mon. thru Sat. 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Female student wanted to
live with faculty couple
beginning in fall Free room
It board in exchange for
light duties Call 352-7296
after 6
Day camp staff for 9 wks
this summer Older high
school \ college students
applv
at
West
Toledo
YMCA 2020 TTemainsville
Rd . Toledo. Ohio 43113 or
call Ken Enckson 475-3496

SERVICES OFFERED
For emotional and material
pregnancy aid. call 352-6236

.D«

0%1or<L House
Use Our Own 30 Day Charge

€9

Auto
Repair
VW
4
Domestic. LYRIC Auto 455
S Main 362 7031
Will type theses, letters,
term papers Ph J52-7752

Pma
makers
imalei
wanted immediately Apply
evenings. Mr Ed's
General piua parlor duties
igirli Mrs 9 12 pm Immediate
opening
Apply
evenings. Mr Ed's
Hostess 9-2 Tees-Fri
6332

352

HELP WANTED
Waitress wanted Piglm'i
Puxa Apply in person. 1004
S Maw

Attractive barmaids & waitresses needed for summer
Apply
in person
Mr
BojangJes. 893 S Main

bike

won'"

by-

Helen Schlirmiytr
Congrats Irom Mortar
Board
We did it before we II do it
again The Alpha (Jam s are
ready to win" Get psyched
lorlVrbv l>a\

Scuba
equipment
Rood
condition cheap-3a2-7lOU
72 Upel 190U station w«t!»n
KM stereo svstetn
UfK
oiler PI »MIM
Mulli lamilv garage sale
Fn
\ Sat
M
Furn

ctothug

WATCH
TONITKS
IN
CONCKRT
ON T V AT
THK
BRATHAl'S.
11$
COI RT
ST
SPECIAL
PITCHERS-SI 10
NEVER
ANYCOVER'
Happy birthday Badge1 Just
think only 364 more days
until you're 21'" Li I Sis
Love. Annie
Kappa Delta s are haying a
car wash from 10 am-4 pm
Sal . May 12 at the Sohio
station icorner of Prospect
and E Woosten. to support
their foster daughter in S
Viei Nam The cost is $1 00
per car

itc

low.

Apts and rooilU lor sum &

(all Nur * unpu PI
7365

I yr old girls bike 26 blue 1
silver Call 352-8926 alter
5 30

Klficiencv- lurn air ioml
neartainpus quiet 195 June
lor 15 I'h :t52-8035

Peace-faced
lovebird
2
mos old Partlv tamed J526379

2-bedrm
summer
5378

71 Pinto sedan
Call 655-3668

Summer
sublet
w (all
option 1 bdrin lurn aM
A C POOl $145 mo 352 5595
after .1

4-speed

64 Vespa Scooter 160 IT 4
gear i.ood running condition. SI50 Helmet and lew
brand new parts Iree 343
Palmer St
Apl 45 No
phone
7 bike Safety Flag, price
$3 50 I'h 352-6366
Portable
6081

stereo.

$25

good bodv

Radio

gas healer Kuns well $400
Ph 352-5518
Klecirophonic stereo Gar
rard turntable. $75 Tom -'
4190
1 Gibson electric. 2 Martins
never been used 4- track
mike & siand. Wah-Wah
pedal. Black Finger. Ego.
power
boost
Screaming
Bird 354-4482
FOR RENT
APARTMENTS
RENT 352-9378

FOR SALE

1-2 female roommalem for
summer
Across
from
Founders- 353-3633

For
sale,
cheap
living
accomodation 12 x 50 mobile
home on nice, large lot
Avail Aug or Sept 352 7285

Greenv iew
Apartments.
SUMMER 4 FALL leases
available 1 bdrm . 2 bdrm
ft off
available
Special
summer rates Call 352 1195
or stop by
fall

L

W'AKTMhN I S
REN1 .152-9378

lor

FOR

1-2 F sum $*i mo 352-7183
Deluxe Ig 1 bedrm luin
apt Avail June I5lh Close
to! niv 352 5689
I
bdrm
lurn
married
couple $140 mo Openings
June 15130 Sept I Ph 352

8628
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STi DENTS NEAR

TOWERS I'H 3527365
2 bdrm -furn air-cond
2
blks from campus $120 mo
Summer only. $280 mo 9
mo lease start Sep Ph 3528035
Need 2 or 3 students lo sublease apt
this summer
Close to camp $100 mo Call
352-5360

FOR

1 bdrm furn units- air cond
Various local near campus
$130 to $140 June or Sep
occup Ph 352-8035

Available

lurnished apt
(.real on..

352-

Free puppies black L white
6 wks Ph 353-3401 or 3546794

For Sale- Honda CL3S0 K3
Excellent condition Kevin.
2-4359

House to suhu-i in[ nmrnei
3 or 4 man
air cond
$154) mo plus elei 1 PhOM
3534754

4-sale 67 Honda J00- exel
cond ' 352 0885

Openings for 1-4 person
CAMPl'S MANOR APART
MENTS now renting lor
summer & fall SPECIAL
SUMMER RATES $140 per
month
New furnished. 2
minute walk to campus. 5 to
town
Located
behind
Burger Chef Phone 352 9302
days. 352-8055 evenings, or
352-7365 evenings

10.
OFF ON EVERYTHING IN OCR STORE
SPECIALLY
FOR
MOTHER.
HI MMKLS
COLLECTOR
PLATES
HANDMADE JEWELRY
ATVATANS109N MAIN

Aantetl Housemate > Mm
and or through summer
NKCMIIMUM (5*(wyf)

Revere Dr

65 YW
Jane
congrats on your
Sigma Alpha tlpsilon lavalienng
The
Mad
Panamanian

toyi

leases CtOM I" ( impVJ
PhOM A3 It73 .(5.(9863

summer

Apts for summer & fall
rental
Special summer
rates 1 block to campus
Applv Hamblin Cleaners or
call 353-4673 before 5 pm or
353-3143 after 6 pm
Summer apt
Cheap'
person 354-1712

2 4

North Grove Apts 2 bedrm
lurn 4-man $45 each Call
353-5891
1 female to sublet summer
Air conditioning, swimming
pool Reasonable 372-2456
APARTMENTS
RENT 352-937$

FOR

Need 1 or 2 F rmmt for summer Call 352 5865
THCRSTIN MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER
AT SPECIAL RATES
phone 352-5435

The BG News Literary Supplement
Fnday May 11, 1973

B> Slrphen Hathaway
Ruhard Terry stirs al the lound of his
alarm clock, groans, rolls 0V6r and prepares
himsell to [ace another day ai the Shell station He works three days a week, but would
rather work nights a> be prefers the semisolitude and fugitive pleasure he derives
[mm watching UK sun rise over the cornliold
across the highway His back hurts again
today and he blames it on the weather Too
lucking damp he mutters lie is awake now
Everyone else in the house is asleep, the
previous night s drunkenness waning In degrees SO tli.il when they rise they will be
read) foi another day-long search for entertainment Richard would like to be with them
hut his unemployment checks .iron t enough
to support a constant revel All the guys living in the house work at the Shell station
Richard's hours go on Tom's check so the
people at the I ncmploymcnt Office don t
know he s earning money They all work pail
time and when they re not working they sit
on the porch drinking and smoking, encouraging the world as it creeps along
"NEXT? What can I do lor you"' says the

clerk at the staic Employment Security Oflice
I got out ol the \rmy three weeks ago
What do you want with US?"
Ini going bark to school in the Kill They
told me I could apply toi compensation from
the Army until then
YOU a student Noll cant Hie a claim
.igjmst a school
I know
You'll have to lile against the Army Wh.it
did you do1

Pag* 5

asks about il
The driver ol the cat sits impassively as
Richard opens the hood and checks the oil.
the g.is pump running automatically. The
man is balding and heavy loose flesh hangs
ovei the collai ol Ins white shirt His arms
are ineffectual!) slutted into the short
sleeves, and a plastic pen holder in his pock
el Identifies him as a representative ol Ihe
Acme Lumber Company He coughs as he
lights a cigarette, a high rasping cough that
annoys Richard under the hood Your oil's
okay." he calls lo the man. slamming the
hood shut.
You over in Nam'' The assumed familiarity also annoys Richard, who never says.
Vim
"YEAH." he answers warily
What's it like over there' I heard it's
rough
Sometimes il is and sometimes it isn't "
(.el the windshield, huh' Yeah. I was in
the \riny during Korea I didn't get over
mind you We wouldn't have llus trouble now
il the) let MacArthur go into China like he
wanted Tin- Chinese
behind all this, you
know
He clicks Ins head out the window so
Richard ran hear what he's saying

I duin t see an) Chinese
The) re behind it. all rigid Them and the
Russians I say we should 've bombed email
lo hell and be done with il
Three-fifty You save stamps'1'' says
Richard with a hint ol asperity in his voice
He accepts the company credit card in exchange [or two pages ol yellow gilt stamps

ll.c

"FILL IT with premium And cheek the
oil. Ihe man orders, and Hichard nods, a
pump jockey When he s at work he becomes
a g.is station attendant, lorced by occupation
to repress the hostility he leels towards the
people he has to deal with He wears his
jungle boots and COAT, MAN'S, COTTON
W H RIP STOP, POPLIN, FOR TROPICAL
WEAR The patch on his shoulder once identitied him as a member ol the 196th Light Inlantry Brigade Now he shrugs when anyone

AFTER HE was wounded they gave him a
desk job. promoted him to sergeant, and
awarded him a Purple Heart and an Army
Commendation Medal His company commander requested a Bronze Star, but the battalion sent it back as an AHCOM It didn't
matter much, anyway The whole thing had
been a mistake They also took him off guard
duty for his last five months, but that was
alter he caused a stir by threatening lo write
to his congressman, When he couldn't sleep

No I

Look Bud. you're in the wrong office Go
down the hall and come back here when they
let you go We II gel sou something " The
clerk h.c- a superior tone in his voice, as il he
were doing Richard a Favor Thinking he has
been made to look loolish. he stilles his
angel turns on his heel, and leaves the Jl-

ONCE, tin- whole house got drunk anil went
skinny dipping at the sand quarry Everyone
piled into Tom's VW bus and brought along
cold wine, salami ami cheese Ruhard was
With Debbie and joined ill as Ihe group sang
songs and told Stories \t Ihe sand quarry
everyone stripped but Richard, who sat alone
on the bank drinking wine Come on In!"
somebody called and Richard didn't seem to
hear
Rillchard!" hollered Debbie, floating on
hei back, buoyed up b) her enormous waterwing nts
The) came out ol the water and he allowed
them to strip him ol his clothes The shut was
last .aid they rolled bun over on his Stomach
and peeled the knit hall way oil. stopping al
Hie siglu ol Oil- Persian rug panorama ol
scars and welts He blushed removing the
shut himsell and ran into Ihe water The
others stood lor a minute, transfixed by what
they had seen, and then joined him
Later, when he was alone with Debbie, she
asked him il he would leave his shirt on and
he agreed, thrusting violently at her Resting
her hands lightly on his shoulders, she dug
her nails in twice, never touching Ins back
Afterwards she said he cued mil in Ins sleep

WHEN THERE are no customers he sits on
.1 beni h in front ol the Station and listens to
the traffic on the Interstate and watches the
corn growing across the highway Sometimes hi' leads One ol Ihe Rod Cross girls
had given him a copy ol Cat's Cradle when he
was in the hospital and now he reads anything b) Kurt Yonnegut that tails into his
hands as he enjoys the fantastic adventures
He rarel) reads ihe papers preferring to
glance il the headlines and draw Ins conclusions Irom ihein

i was a i Ifleman
Infantry, eh? Kill man) gooks.'

at night he would got dressed and walk
around the compound, chatting with Ihe
guards in the bunkers IK- was a sergeant
then and they couldn't do much about his
wanderings without risking an investigation
Often, during Ihe day he would leave his desk
and could be seen at Ihe compound's crude
swimming |M>ol. paddling around on an inner
tube, his back invisible beneath the surface oi
ihe watei

HE DOESN I mind working al the gas sta
iion in ihe [all he'll start his final year ol
school and will complete ins degree m business administration He hopes the degree and

In- wai record will be enough to get him a
good job II not he will use thctil Hill lo get a
master's degree 111 something Sometimes he
says he wants to go to law school His plans
aren I definite
The house routine is pretty simple; the
girls cook and the guys wash dishes Sometimes Ruhard cooks, and when he does he is
absolved I loin doing dishes Six men and
three women live semipermanently in Ihe
house When she's around. Debbie sleeps
where there s a free bed Twice a month
Richard drives Ins old Chevrolet lo Detroit
where he picks up his unemployment check
and visits his family. His father works at the
bank and is proud ol Ins sun's service. When
Richard was wounded Ins father took the telegram lo the Kiwams Club luncheon His
mother cried when he was sent to Viet Nam

OmJPwbr

and worried for him while he was there Now
that he's back the war is as foreign to her as
Abyssinia
MR. TERRY, says the clerk, have you
had an) gainful employment in Ihe past two
weeks?"
No

You know, Mr Terry, we have ways of
iHiding oui il someone's lying to us if you're
working we'll find out about it sooner or
later We have our ways
I answered your question Can I have my
check, please'
The clerk hands him the check and a pen
The check must be endorsed twice, once
here, and again at Ihe bank Richard signs his
name and returns the pen to the clerk, ensconced behind a long gray counter
You
1,1 s think you're pretty smart, don I you"
I've put a hold on your Checks lor the middle
ol September I'm going to make sure you
don't draw unemployment and the (11 Bill at
Ihe same tune What do you think of that?"
Suit yourself." Richard mutters on his
way out
AT THE RANK a middle-aged woman eyes
him severely and accepts the check, grumbling a strong boy like you Unemployed We
don't like to cash these Checks, you know "
Yes. m am." mocks Richard

THE NKillT he was wounded, his platoon
had set up an ambush where a jungle path
made a right angle turn In Ihe brieling room
they had been told thai Ihe path was a supply
mute tor a Viet Cong unit operating in the
area
Supplies have been moving along this Irail
lor i|uile some time now." said Sergeanl Major Williams "Our Intelligence reports thai
the) ii going to the 4Hih Sapper Battalion,
We're going to block the path and interdict
the supply route." As he said this, he pointed
to the map on the wall and made an X with his
index linger
Some ol Ihe men snorted The 4Hth Sapper
Battalion was held responsible for everything that went w long in their area Hardly a
day went by when Ihey weren't blamed for
something A broken phone wire, a hole in the
road, an unexpected explosion: all were
taken as evidences of their activity The unit
was real enough, and had wrought havoc during the Tel Nguyen Dan offensive, but thai
was long belore any ol these men had arrived in Ihe country, and Ihey had never seen
the sapper group Specialist Terry chuckled
with Ihe others
Sergeanl Williams Irowned at Ihe men and
seemed about to say something, bul restrained himsell These kids, he thought,
they'll find out what it's like Lei era get in a
real tight and they won't be so sure of themselves He had been a medic in Korea and had
seen lots ol kids like these gel shot up He dismissed them from (he brieling room and
crossed Ihe dirl road lo the NCO club lo drink
scotch until closing, as he did every night

IT WASN'T quite dark when the big
Chinook helicopter set down and Ihe men
scrambled out the side door, leaping live feel
to the ground and spreading out around Ihe
helicopter until it rose and scooted off to deposit another squad a few miles further on
They moved a half mile down the path and a
few yards into the jungle lo hide for an hour,
and then moved to Ihe ambush site, another
mile down ihe path They had a new lieutenant with them, a transler from the First
Division who didn't have enough time in Viet
Nam to go home when the unit was pulled out.
When it was dark, and the civilians were
home where Ihey belonged, they set up their
ambush on the wide par! of the bend They
had two M-60 machine guns and aimed them
down Ihe legs of the path In Ihe middle they
set up a starlight scope on a swivel. Behind
the scope sat Lieutenant Higa and the radio
man The men broke into fire teams and situated themselves around Ihe machine guns, a
few yards into Ihe jungle.
Richard Terry took his flak jacket off and
laid it across a log. tilted his helmet back on
his neck and. rifle across his lap. waited for
the nothing that always happened on these
ambushes In the nighl heat the insect repellant he'd applied mixed with sweat and ran
into his eyes, stinging them and adding to his
annoyance. He didn't like to be out at night
and felt that theirs was a futile assignment.
Some of the others slapped at insects and
kept an eye out for snakes Terry began to
doze, along with about half the others.
A noise alerted them and they watched a
water buffalo loom into view and lumber

along the path, accompanied by a drunk peasant who sang songs and slapped al il with a
willow switch The duo passed around the
bend oblivious to Ihe group of armed men
hidden in the torest. any one ot which could
have reached out Irom his hiding place and
sent the man sprawling in Ihe dust with a
well placed kick
Terry doted again, head tipped back The
night dragged on
"LIVE GRENADE!" somebody hissed,
.mil Ihey all lay close lo Ihe earth, trying to
become part ol it. desperate lor shelter until
the iiiullled thud sent thousands ol sleel fragments whizzing through Ihe foliage The doctor .it Long llinh said it was good thai Terry's
hi ad was tilted kick because Ihe sleel helmet protected his neck Irom Ihe Hying bits ol
metal

I'FC STAFFORD, who had thrown the grenade into Ihe torest behind them, repeated
thai it was an accident; he didn't mean it. il
was an accident Terry lay on his stomach
shrieking. Stafford, you motheriucker! I'll
kill you. God damn you. Where's my rifle. I'll
kill him Fucker (Jod damn fucker." Then
the morphine the medic injected into him
started to work and he quieted down

HOLDING Ihe radio receiver behween his
chin and shoulder. Lieulenanl Higa droned
Red Man. this is Charles Francis." calmly.
.is it he were calling up lor a dale with a girl
he didn I like
We ve taken lire 1 need a
dust-oil lor one man Shrapnel wounds in
back You know our position. Over." Then he
told Ins platoon lo emply their weapons inlo
Ihe fores) For three weeks Terry thought
there really had been a light Four other men
received slight wounds Terry was in Ihe hospital at Zama. Japan lor six weeks, and when
lie returned. Stafford had been translerred to
another battalion

AFTER GETTING oil work al four. Richard showers, shaves, and puts on clean
clothes before discovering a note telling him
that everyone [rom the house is at Mac's, a
neighborhood bar frequented by the whole
house, and thai he should come over Insle.nl. he gets a beer Irom Ihe relngerator
and stations himsell on Ihe porch lo inspire
the waning afternoon It's hot and he props
his [eel on the porch railing and sips his beer
slowly He decides he'll go to Mac's after the
news is on
IU' discovers a nervous excitement al the
sound ol gunlire He watches, lascinated. as a
helicopter skims Ihe tops ol trees, ils fifty
calibre machine guns rattling away at invisible targets He scans the laces ol the television soldiers for a familiar face and feels
self-conscious, although he's alone in thehouse He opens another can ol beer as a;
White House aide proclaims thai Vietnami/ation is a tremendous success and glares
momentarily, wanting to do something to
shatter thai smug institutional complacency
Disgusted he snaps the set oil and returns to
the porch with the evening paper

WHEN HE returned Irom Japan, Captain
Jenkins wanted to send him home bul the battalion commander said he should lind something for Terry to do A man with Ihree years
ol college could be valuable in the orderly
loom Make him work The doctors say he's
III lor duly, il will do him good Not lavorably considered."
I in sorry. Richard." Jenkins told him
Colonel llarwick turned down your application lo go home I'll see what I can lind for
you in Ihe Orderly Koom."
Terry walked away, lighting tears of frustration in the steamy heal, until he was sure
no one would see him Sitting in an empty
guard bunker, he surveyed Ihe desolation
around Ihe compound All about him the
closely cropped and cratered earth stretched
tar away, and he though! ol the remaining
live months he had to spend doing nothing and
counting days.
HE SCANS the headlines, as usual, and
ill ops the paper on the lloor He has a copy of:
The Sirens Of Tilan and he picks it up and begins to read The beer is working in him.
though, and he soon loses interest in Ihe book.
Instead, he sits on the porch staring blankly;
towards the street, a hall drunk can of beer
warming in his lap
• lo page six, column one
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There's a tap dancer upstairs

T

There's a tap dancer upstairs
she hides around the day

^

comes upon us at night
to glow and steal
us a song

^^1

K

mi*'

Jl

ML

only once did we view her
sequin suit with
ropes of string-game
pearls
dangling around her bod
silver shoes and all
bolted on the bottom by
slinky hard-nose taps
bought from a long lost Cubian Boyfriend who
slicked down and got down

she'll continue tapping
all the days away
sadly
soon there will be only
one left
happily
for me to echo
Silver shoes and all
Cindy Mettge

F>.
Joseph W Darwal
Leslie'
frem the new*: 4 30 73
(for Nancy)

Richard's Song
-SERGEANT TERRY, del .i jeep and a

stammered.
Light Infantry, I brought
tin se
He extended the records to the caplam

ih HIM and lake these papers i" Uie mortuary
.it Ton Son Nhul Mired over at Personnel has
MINI authorization
Yes Sir

i Hi yes. he said sadly, "Did you know
IhemV
Nil
Terr) hesitated
I don't go mil in
Ihe held anymore I was wounded "

Another thing Slop b> Ihe Navy I'X .ii
fholon .iml gel some film for my camera
Okay

That's too bad Was it serious'''
Nut real bad What
.?" He pointed to
the table where Ihe skeleton lay
IVe don t know We Hunk he was an oil!
IOI
They're hying lo gel a denial trace on

• from page five

The waiting wasn't as difficult as he
thought il would he Ills days were spent
reading in tin- orderly room or miming vanIPIIS errands lor Captain Jenkins, who [ell he

I
now He's been here a week and we'd like
I" send lum home, but we have lo have posi

had lei him down by not arranging IOT him to
go home His injury and the circumstance!
surrounding n gave lum a special status
.inning Ihe other men. and he was rarely
called u|Hin in perlorm his normal military
duties When Ins back hurl Ihe medics gave
linn drugs lo slop Ihe pain and he grew to en

live identification I hate to see them come in
like Rial
Terry wondered how the man was
able lo sleep at nighl. seeing firsthand, as he
did. the results ol what wcnl on around him
Sale in Ins cell, he never saw the lighting.

jov the leeling ol exhilaration he derived
I ruin them lie spent a loi ol lime al ihe pool.
and. in a wa> incomprehensible lo himself,
icli ireer ih.in ever before in his hie
Two men had been killed Ihe night before
and their Personnel hies had in he shipped
bark with the bodies Tern ill.hi I know Ihe
men. both Privates To him they became a

buck belore dark

nameless and laceless excuse foi adaj inSai
gun Inwardly content, lie strapped a pistol
around Ins waisl and prepared to set oit for
the airbase on Ihe other side ol s.-igon Ihe

was emblazoned with a sign. 'WELCOME
To THE WORLD.' crudely lettered in red
and blue paint

RICHARD TERRY stirs al the sound ol
In- alarm clock, groans, rolls over and pro
pars llllllsell to lace another day al the Shell
Station He works three days a week, bul
would rather work nights, as hi- prefers Ihe
semi solitude and fugitive pleasure he derives Irom watching the sun rise over the
cnrnheld across the highway His back hurts
again todaj and he blames ll on the weather
TIN. lucking damp, he muttcis He is awake

There ore signs the ecenemy
fcl overheating
and WMI have te be slewed
(warned econemssrs)
The increase in GNP
seasonally adjusted annual rale
.sup 1 335 ..HIwr,
hem 1973
A nelson
is a thousand billion
(economists warned)
The economist
a hebort stein
called the rate extraordinary
The pressure
can't bo much greater
than il already it
—Mark Barman

now

unl> Ms mangled and mutilated sequel.
I should lie leaving, he said "I have to lie

Y es

Specialist Fenlon will show you

Hill
Emerging from ihe shady sanctum into the
bright tropical sun Terry found that his
driver had lallcn asleep He shook him gently
.mil said. We better go " tin the runw,i\ ,i
huge transport plane was accepting oblong
metal boxes into its belly Terry watched until he couldn't see them anymore, a weariness he did not understand having descended
mi lum

paper Sergeanl Allied had given lum authorized him In deliver docinneiils al Ton Son
Nhul Airbase. and he swelled with a sense ol
his own importance The open jeep, speeding
along the dust) road south, provided a respite liom the heat and 1'ei t \ sin,iked cig.n
etles. helmet tipped hark, and blew smoke
uvei his shouldei
Ihe nuntu,in u-.cU was surrounded bj a
twelve tool SK\ blue lence \ large, promt
in-ill sign admonished all who entered

Hatching with satisfaction as the plssy thud
seeps uilo Ihe dirt He wishes there was
something exciting to do. .untiling to relieve
hi- stilling boredom There is a fainl glow
.iiiiiut the cit) and he remembers awful silences when Hares hung in Ihe sky. their eerie
light revealing unearthly pockmarked landscapes \nd helicopters belched bullets in the
night, every tilth one a tracer, hung so last

ATTENTION: THIS is A PLACE OK
DEATH. YOU Will. CONDI CT
YOURSELF WITH APPROPRIATE
I) I (. NIT Y
WI I fl I \
l ll E s E

thai it looked like red lords anchored Ihe gun
ships lo the ground That, anyway, was exciting and Richard tcols g vague sense ol loss

PREMISES, ARMY REGI LATIONS
HlRBIIl THE PRESENCE OF
CAMERAS AMI UNA! IlloltlZlli
PERSONNEL,
Insuic tiie sanctuar) a semi [ormal garden
stretched solemn!) along the wall and a
cloistered walk reached toward a shady
arena He was greeted lt\ an attendant m a
light green tunic wim beckoned to lum. This
Way, please
\ sweet artificial stench bore
down upon bun as thc> passed row after low
oi relrigerated shelves ruining a corner behind his guide, lie caught a glimpse ot neatly
sucked aluminum caskets, like petitioners
at the rear of a shrine

INSIDK Ihe atelier a low ul stainless steel
work tables was illuminated In Fluorescent
tubes On one oi the lablcs lav a partially reconstructed skeleton the bones charred anil
broken The skull hail been crushed and I hi
jaw was missing A Pile oi rubberized can
vas bags lay in a corner, a brownish trickle
hardening beneath them In another cornel
tiling cabinets had bun arranged to form a
sorl ol ollice slum metal insignia identified
the man at the desk as a captain in the medical corps His cherubic lace had a rosy tinl to
it
'Y«S, Sergeant What can I do lor you'' he
said in a differential tone Terry felt a
tightening in his stomach and made small
circles with his hand on one ol the tiling cabinets
"f . . . I'm Irom the one-much sixth,

IT IS ALMOST dark now A motorcycle
lulls Iticllard Irom his reverie, and in the lading lawn he spills warm beer onto the lawn.

he

sitting on the porch, irreconcilable desires
ambiguously convening in his mind
he has lo work tomorrow and decides In
abandon the evening and have another beer or
twii belore going to his cot in the basement
On his way back Irom the kitchen he puts a
stack ill records on the stereo and muled rock
music dnlts out a vulgar reminder jogging
his imagination

III RIM. HIS last ten days he did nothing
Iml la\ around the pool, drink beer and play
cards His baggage had been shipped home
already, and he was relieved ot all duties
Ihe night belore he letl he want to the NC'O
club and stayed until closing, buying drinks
lor anyone who would talk to him Then he
took a bolllc ol bourbon and made the rounds
"I the bunkers, wishing everyone good luck

HIE NEXT morning, travel orders in
hand he climbed into a jeep and was driven
lo Long liinh, where he was deposited unceremoniously at the gale ol the 90th
Replacement Battalion
The jeep disappeared down Ihe road, heading back towards
the compound Terry stood in the road,
watching where the jeep had been and then
turned and presented a copy of his orders to
the guard, who directed him towards the outiu.K essing center Once inside, he began his
uniprocessing by passing through a shabby
archway

Overhead a large scroll

Tom RaH
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GRANDMOTHER
Sunday is for Utter* horn*
Karen says you won't remember.
or oven know I wrote
My poemt. too she toy*
will 90 by,
lost in the trkkle of water
left on for the bird
that flies freely
in your room
I have not seen you in a year
Though in his cage, the bird
was there.
Id come for luncheon
and you hod filled the table
for a child's appetite.
Afterwards I read my poems.
I didn't know if you could hear.
and feoied you would be lost.
You barely held your tears.
I touched you then
and wilt again.
but not in simple sentences.
And when your eyes
beat on echo
to your yellow bird's wings.
touched.
I will sing.
—Susan Hauser

OSTROCITY

Stopgap Measures

theodore basically

The man behind the counter

is very friendly.

slipped me hit green banana (mile,

if he feels
he's not being judged,

as he played the music he loved

cracks witty monstrocities

on his machine

that make no sense
until its jaw

but erupt with laughter

jumped out of its socket
tessie too
and he picked

and pretty enough

the coins

gets well along with men
and when relaxed

from between its

speaks quite quite fine

wooden teeth.

and smiles and sighs and shines
He handed me my change
but theodore

with a plain brown bag full
Marcia J. Lamer

(poor, poor fellow)
won't give less a ring

of disease preventatives,

for fear of being turned down

saying: Come again.

and left without a thing
Which is what we did

writer, teacher

on the living room floor

Ode to the Dying

and tess
(sweet lass to pity too)
cries herself to sleep,
she thinks she never hears from him

dead men,

Crystal shores are silentreturning the slicing rays
so strikingly thrashed loose.

when I got home.

lost lives

--Rich Behm

living thoughts
glowing words.

because the lad's a creep

unbeknownst to tess or ted
they both want the same end
and thus they sit
alone at night
without a single friend.

—Melanie Stinson

A shadow grows on the bleached
sand that will soon be
swept clean by faded
attempts of the moon.
With this he takes sour thoughts
and spews them for
teething waters to munch on.

living lady,
stillborn words
dead thoughts,
ANOTHER ANGRY ANIMAl

kill our minds.
-kyle kowalcski

Thrs morning I want to come downstairs
and talk to Christ I will tell him
I need guns and whiskey Also,
someone to drink with, someone to kill.

-Allegra Pressey

After much death, much forgetting,
I would need horses, women
that do not sing, a smoll fire
and a cup of coffee—very black.
And at night I would not dream
of wings, or the music of two knives,
or even the beauty of lost voices.
I would dream of the woman
beside me. something in the legs
of this woman—the strength of sand,
the incredible success of sand.
—Kerry Thomas

WIFE LOST
living for her children only
and taking too little.
eleven years
trying to meet each child's wish
and to find refuge from her own needs
As her children cry tor new dresses
and give excuses from housework
she sits with cigarettes
before the late show
Or goes to bed with
an ancient religion.
-Fran Doty

Oeno J. Rvtkcx

Fran Doty, junior (AstS). was
awarded the Eleanor B. North
Undergraduate Poetry Award for
her poem, "Wife Lost."
She received the $100 award
through Sigma Tau Delta, national
English honorary.
She wrote the poem while doing
an experimental studies project
under the direction of Anita C.
Skeen. a former graduate assistant.
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SPIRITUAL
Swing low
thrown in
the Mississippi.
Sweel chariot,
riding cool;
225, LTD, and a Hog,
Coming for!
Here come the pigs,
to carry me
home to
Cell 213 Southside.
I looked over
the cracks
in the wall
and what did I see;
a band of
Volkswagen drivers
coming after me
coming to carry me
Home.

luannr Bell

Machine Gun Gunner Chews Gum In The Trench
mind boggling barrel rolls its steel gray eyes
before chest breast blinks blinks blinks
anticipation of impact splintering clavicle
(bones of pectoral arch each articulating
with sternum & scapula> arms form a gray track
stock & carriage pursue its mark exed into
bullet proof rib cage await execution

blind folded

Swing low,
lifting up
Bros and Sisters.
Sweet Chariot,
decent Home.
Coming forward
for that damn mile.
If you
Brother get there
before I do,
tell them capitalist
I'm coming too.
Coming forward to make a home
Coming to send all them
folks back home
Suburbia baby.

poised on your backbone i bury myself in fluid
gun powder forms a beach around the axis of your
skeleton i vomit jungles on >our brain snipers
tread the pons
nerves elope ladders by
tread the pons nerves elope ladders by the
bedroom climax slope & prong the attic door
shutters clang like fire

yellow is translucent
blue is too opaque

bombard the answers
hoard the originals

i gun await your reply

Phil Smith

--James Williamson

To Steal a Tombstone
By Mlckael Matre

Alvill and I joined the Scar) Deeders two
weeks before the end oi our seventh yeai of
school The Scar) Deeders was a club consist
mg ni all the fellows in the neighborhood between tile ages "i 1- and M save Alvm and
me Alvin and me were sort ol the loners ol
the neighborhood and iigured thai we should
helling iii something The Scar) Deeders
seemed .is good as anything
The club held us meetings once .i week mi
hrtday afternoons during the school year, and
three afternoons .i week on Monday, Wednesil.n and Friday during the summer The
Scar> Deeders were dedicated lo Ihc super
natural They had as their clubhouse, .i duly
ncket) IIMII shed which stood lielund the con
demned house mi the half-acre lot .it the
cornel ol Mempker and Oak Street

AFTER WE had been approved for mem
bership, Tom Watts, ihe Scary Deeders vicepresident, took Alvm and me to a special
meeting on a sultry atternoon during the lust
week ol June Miles Monk the president
stood us up in the middle ut the group and explained what we had to do before we could lie
accepted as lull Hedged members
"You guys wanna join together, so you
halta take yer nitiation together Here's
what you gotta' do You halta go into the
Twin Cemetery at night and cop a tombstone Don t matter which one don't matter what size Just as long as you cop one.
that'll be good enough Bring it to the regular
meeting That II be on Friday Then we'll all
go over there so s you can show us where you
got it. just to make everything official '
Alter Miles was certain that he had set us
straight as to what our initiation assignment
was. he bneled us on the mission ol Ihe Scary
Deeders
■ The thing we do is plan scary deeds "
Like what'' 1 asked
Well, just whatever we ran think of Scary
scull. you know
; You guys ever spent a night in a haunled
house'.'" I said
■ No.. Miles replied "That'll come later
We h.ilt.i do a lotta plannin' for somethin'
like that
; "Yeah. I guess so." I said "What do you

Hunk Alvm'
limn, yeah.' answered Uvin, worming
his lingei into his eai

"OKAY, THEN," said Miles

Meeting .»i

joiuncd You two know what you halta' do
See ymi Friday afternoon at Iwoo'clock right
hen' Miles started lor the door
Hey, Miles, what about tin- magic
words'' ' asked Johnn) York "We have to say
I'm belore we go We always s.iv 'em
uli yeah answered Miles, that's righl
Uinosl lorgol about that Thanks. Johnny
tlku) guys, everybody get in real tight
around Mike ami Alvm
The group encircled Us
Miles Uttered the magic words as everyone
joined hands
i lain Barata. Niktu " The
rest oi the Scary Deeders mumbled the
words, then retreated from ihe shed Miles
was the last to leave
See you guys I i nl.iv and don t torget the
t«MIilisti.in
Alvm and 1 nodded

1 DIDNT relish the idea ill stealing that
tombstone any more than Alvindid. and Alvm
Was sealed to death lie was a linn believer
HI spooks anil just plain seared As l.u ,i- I
w.is concerned it wasn t the idea ol being
around dead people thai bothered me It was
the stealing I d nevei stolen anything in my
lite hut I did want to belong to the Scary
I leaders and so did Alvin
We had to go through with the initiation,
.mil th.it meant getting into Twin Cemetery,
swiping a tombslom .mil getting out without
getting caught or. as Alvin put it. "without
getting pounced upon In the ghosts who were
just waiting to choke Ihe life out ol us
It was Thursday evening when Alvin and I
met at the col ncr ol Mempker and Dak Street
withspades Brust) wagon, and a burlap sack
before proceeding to the Twin Cemetery to
steal on-.' oi ihe tombstones The wind was
-Hong and ver) warm It smelled like rain
We stole into the icmeteiy around 7 30
[i in The Twin Cemetery was an antiquated
burial ground, niggardly wooded, covering
alxiul three quarters ol an acre A sloppilyconstructed three-loot high stone wall
guarded its perimeter The place was not
kept up very well, and the ivy that matted the
graveyard floor grew wild and thick, strang-

ling the trees ami hugging the tombstones

MOST OF THE people buried there had
died III the Will century One ol the oldest
stones was dated IHtiT You could barely make
out the dale or Ihe name. Jonalhon Stillwill
The name was a famous one in Smilhville
Local history dictates that he was a Civil
Wai veteran, a gunner m Lee's Legion Alvin
and I selected his tombstone as Ihe one to
steal We figured that it would impress Ihe
si ,n v i leeders
We sel to work with the spades, hastily
chopping away Hie ivy and unearthing Ihe
hard brown soil at the base ol Ihe weathered
stone All ol a sudden, Alvin stopped digging
What do you ipose Mr Stillwill thinks
aboul us scrapin around his grave, any-

wa)
1 guess notion since he's dead." 1 replied
What il he mines lo life, gets real mad.

and thrashes us?'
Alvin. 1 said. Ihe man's dead The dead
can t hurl you. only the living
Hut what il he does come to lite?" Alvin
insisted
"Then he'd be one ul ihe living dead You
know, like /oniliics and stuff "

"MAYBE WE oughta quit diggin and get
outa here, you think""
I thought you wanted to join the Scary
Deeders

Yeah, I do, but

Heck. I never thought about that." I answered
We sure can'l wheel il home."
No. 1 know Say. listen," I said "We'll
drop it oil at the clubhouse and leave it there
till tomorrow NobodyTl take it "
Sounds good." said Alvin "Let's move!"
Hey wait a second." I said "We'd better
put this dirt back "

"WE CAN DO il tomorrow when we bring
the guys out here lo show em where we got
the slone. suggested Alvin 1 agreed We
moved slowly out of the cemetery with the
stone laden wagon. Alvin pulling and I pushing
We didn't meet anyone until we were
across Ihe street from the clubhouse and Officer Price, walking his evening beat, stopped
us
Where you kids goin' with thai wagon0
What's in il. anyhow'" he asked, eyeing the
sack
"Oh." I said, nonchalantly turning my
palms up. we're just takin a big rock home
to bust up "
You're takin' a big rock home to bust up."
he repealed, pushing his billed black hat to
Hie back of his head with his night stick.
"1'h huh." I answered "It's got a lotta'
lossils in it. and we wanna' chip em out and
lake em to science class next year so we can
get extra points

"

Well, then, come on and dig." I said.
Look. Stillwill's dead Don't worry about
It." I began lo wiggle the slone back and
forth It was loosening up Alvin and I subtracted more dirt and wiggled the stone once
i uore
She leels plenty loose now." said Alvin.
Yeah Come on Let's try to lift it out."
We each latched onto a side of the stone,
grabbing it at the lowest point
Okay. Alvin. lei's lift!" The stone left its
slot with a soil sucking sound It was a rather
hefty piece ol limestone, larger and heavier
than I Iigured it would be. We wrapped it in
the burlap sack and deposited it and the
spades in Ihe wagon
Say where we gonna' hide this thing, anyway." asked Alvin

But school's not out for this year, yet."
said Officer Price.
"Well. sir. almost." Alvin broke in. "We
wanna gel a real big head start on next year.
We'll be collectin' stuff all summer."

"WELL, I GUESS that's okay, replied the
policeman. "Used lo do it myself. What are
ihe shovels for'' Did you have to dig it up or
something?"
"Yessir." said Alvin. "It was stuck in the
ground."
All right, then. Goon. Just curious is all."
Alvin and I continued down the sidewalk until Officer Price was out of sight. Then we cut
across Mempker Street, passed through Mrs
Dome's back yard and backtracked to the

clubhouse No sooner had we reached the
clubhouse door than a clap of thunder broke
Alvin opened the door and we look Ihe wagon
inside

Come on'" 1 urged "Let's get this thing
unloaded and gel outa here before il starts to
pour
We Idled the slone trom the wagon, moved
across Ihe shed with it and set il upright in
Ihc far righthand corner Thunder broke once
more accompanied by a slash of lightning
Alvin and I scampered out of Ihe shed. Alvin
pulling the empty wagon and I carrying the
spades We sped down Mempker Street 1 was
hoping to gel home before the rain came Alvin was probably praying that he could make
it to his door before old Stillwill caught him

THE FOLLOWING morning at breakfast,
dad was skimming the front page of the
Smilhville Daily News when something
caught his eye and he began reading aloud It
had lo be something big or unusual, because
dad never read aloud unless it was.
"Says here that Officer Price reports seeing a ghost coming across Mempker Street
about midnight last night while walking his
beat Says it was dressed in a Civil War unilorm and carrying a sack over its left
shoulder Always did say that Price was
some kind of strange No doubl he stopped off
at the Mission for a few belts before making
thai report A ghost Oh. brother'"
I caught up with Alvin on the way to school
and told him about the newspaper article. He
said that he had seen it and so had his folks
Everyone in town must have read it. including the Scary Deeders

DURING THE lunch break that afternoon,
the Scary Deeders called an emergency
meeting out behind the gym It was decided
that we would all go to the clubhouse right after school to see if the tombstone was where
Alvin and I had said we had left it.
I wasn't.
We adjourned to the Twin Cemetery and
Alvin and I led the members to Stillwill's
grave. The dirt we had unearthed the night
before was still there, just as we had left it.
So was the tombstone. It had been dropped
back into its slot
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Buffalo Braves guard visits campus
By Bee Me*.
Staff Writer

CovrtMy of N«wi Sarvk*
John Gordon, director of the art department at
Westmar College, LeMart, Iowa, and Dr. Gene
Mittler, art education professor at Indiana University

will judge the 550 works to be displayed in

the Undergraduate Art Show. The show opens
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Fine Arts Bldg. Gallery.

Nate Thurmond. Pal
Haley. Howie Komives
three well known stars of
Bowling Green basketball in
the early '60s
While Thurmond s Golden
State Warriors were
recently eliminated from
the National Basketball
Association (NBA) playoffs
and Haley was preparing for
next season's Falcon hoop
campaign, Komives visited
his alma mater Wednesday
as part of festivities in conjunction with Sigma Cai
fraternity's Derby Day. He
is a Sigma Cai aktmsas
Derby Day is an all-greek
event tngi—f today at 11
a.m. besuwd Memorial Hall
and coatiaaini aalil
tomorrow at S p.m.
Komivrs. a fmard far tat
Buffalo Braves of the NBA.
played two
Harold
single season aster Wa
Scholler at Bowling Green
before being drafted by the
New York Knicks in ISM. He
is considered by many to be
the greatest player In
Falcon cage history.
Elected to the Bowling
Green sports ball of fame in
1870. Komives owns s boat of
school records, including
three-year career marks in

U.S., Asian conference set
The Office of International
Programs will sponsor a
conference on the evolving
role of the I'nited States in
Southeast Asia next Tuesday
at 2 i> in in the Grand
Ballroom. I'nion
l)r i. Kdward Shuck,
director of international
programs, said the session
will be a new experiment
with students townspeople
and faculty
Guest participants will be
l)r Cameron Bremseth of
the international training
office of the Agency for
International Development.
I S Stale Department. Dr.
Subbiah Kannappan. prolessor of economics at
Michigan Slate I'niversity.
Hadcn Kusumasmoro.

minister for the Indonesian
mission to the United
Nations. Dr
Ward
Morehouse. director of the
Center for International
Programs and Comparative
Studies at the University of
the State of New York, and
Donald L. Snook, public
affairs advisor for the
Exxon Corporation.
LOCAL partirinall will
be Linda Barker, sophomore
lA&S) and a political
science major. Dr. V. N.
Krishnan,
lessor of i
Oliver, graiatass i
president of the local
chapter of Vietnam
Veterans Against the War;
Dr William Fletchers, pro-

fessor of political science,
Donald Simmons and
Virginia Stranahan.
University trustees, and Dr
Shuck
Dr. Joseph Perry, prolessor of sociology, will
chair the program.
Dr. Shuck said the
audience is invited to
participate in the program,
which will be aimed at a
study of how policies are
made at the federal level

points, point average, field
goals attempted, free
throws attempted and free
throws made
IN ADDITION, be owns
season marks in points, field
goals attempted, field goals
made, free throws
attempted, free throws
made and free throw
percentage
All Mid-American Conference three straight years.
Komives played three and
one half seasons for the
Knu-ks before be was traded
to the Detroit Pistons in
December. 1968
The deal is best remembered as the one that
brought Dave DeBussbere to
New York, helping to form
the nucleus of the Knick
championship team of 1970.

• from page one

In the second track.' the
student will have a reading
knowledge and gain cultural
understanding of the language
Brochures explaining new
courses and the new requirements are available in the
offices of the German and
Russian department and the
romance languages department
A University bulletin
listing the language requirement changes will not be
published until 1974. to cover
1974-76
IN THE COLLEGE of
Arts and Sciences, the language requirement areas
are French. German,
Italian. Latin. Portugursr
UIISSI.IM and Spanish Each
student is required to
demonstrate a proficiency in
a language and language
area as stipulated in the following options.

NOT AFRAID to speak his
mind. Komives. two seasons
ago as a I'iston. leveled a

-Having be*-n graduated
Irom a high school where all
instruction was conducted in
.i language other than
Knglish.

T,
U

Passing .i proficiency
examination in the language
on the 202 course level.
-Having completed lour
years of one language in
high school.
Having completed 20
hours minimum in the same
language area, or fewer by
advanced placement

LUTHER APTS.

TONIGHT! AT

HOW HAS Bowling Green
changed since Komives'
days at the I'niversity'' The
biggest change is in
restrictions he said
"When I started here in
1960. if you got caught with
liquor on your breath you
were thrown out of school."
he said Ciirls were allowed
only two laics a semester
and that was at about 1 30 or
2 o'clock
"I don't know much about
the changes in college
basketball since then. I
haven't been lollowing it for
the last three or four
years
However. Komives does
keep in contact with his
barkcourl partner on those
Kalcon teams. I'at Haley
"We're still very good
friends." Komives said

N

u

fo$yiss$

Special
Summer Rates

Maumee. recently became a
father for the first time. A
son. Shane Kolman
Komives. was born on
Monday

HAVE YOU

COME ON
DOWN TO

EMOTIONAL
AND MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID
Mon. 11 a.m.-l p.m.
ML 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.-6 p.m.

115 COURT ST.

1 bdrm. •250.00
2 bdrm. '300.00
U •M in upants

N
O

c
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RELAX WITH THE
GOOD-TIME SOUNDS OF

Todzinger!

V
E
R

353-3641

WITH: •H.m Rltltel •< <h. Pu.,1. Sag.
' Hoi Tuna
" l.i' y I •• lowli
'Oladyt KmgM ond Ik* ',„,

verbal blast at then-coach
Karl Lloyd, accusing the
coach of phasing out the
white players on the team
It is perhaps more than
ironic that he found himself
traded to the Braves for a
second-round draft choice
before the start of the 1972
73 campaign
"We got Komives for his
experience and for his
toughness on defense, primarily." said Braves' coach
Jack Kamsey. "We're a
young team and those
qualities are important to
us
"He's a great guy to have
on the squad He gives a
hundred per cent all the
tune and always does a good
job."
Despite accolades from
his coach. Komives is not
certain he'll be in Buffalo
too much longer
"I don't know how they're
thinking," he said "I'll
know within the next couple
of weeks, when 1 sign my
contract."
Komives. who lives in

DOES SCHOOL

S

Pendleton
Realty

T. V. special

WED-FRISAT

NITES

UAOl

v

6rdt(vtU5

their four FANTASTIC Pledges!

Not only dors age limit his
chances, but Komives also
believes that being a
member of the Braves is
also a disadvantage.
"In the forseeable future.
1 would say that we still
have a long way to go to be
any real threat to the
world's championship.''
Komives said.
When it was suggested
that with Klmore Smith.
Bob McAdoo and Bob
Kauffman. the Braves seem
to have the nucleus of a
winner, Komives stronglydisagreed
"Don't believe all those
stories you read about them
in the papers.'' he said "If
they were as good as they
are supposed to be. we
wouldn't have won only 20
games this season, wouldn't
we?
"I believe that players are
only as good as the team's
record indicates

needs council approval

"IN CONCERT"

Welcomes

"ONE THING that any
player would like to do
sometime in his career is to
play on a champion.'' he
said "My chances are
limited now because of my
age (31) If I don't make it
within the next three or four
years, my career will be
over "

Language requirement

watch this week's

Gamma Phi Beta

Walt Bellamy accompanied
Komives to Detroit in the
deal
"I was just a throw-in in
the deal. Komives said
They (the Pistons) wanted
Bellamy I just made the
trade evenup."
Although being a throw-in
eluninated his chance to
play on an NBA champion
team. Komives still has
hopes of playing with a title
winner

Joe Crocker/Mad Dog & Englishman
7 00 -Fri S Sal

Si 00 W. ID

115 COURT ST.
•IN CONCERT" SPECIAL. PITCHERS-$l.lO

Joan Ditch
Laura Green

Teresa Marano
Char Stanis

As

always, no cover-

9 30 Fri & Sal Free W/IO

U. Hall -Main Aud.
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If you're serious
about backpacking
ft
Stag bags with
H DacronFibei1.il II are \§
nearly as warm, but cost
n a lot less than down n
5*:=

-J.'t

We aren't putting down down. We make a great line ol
n • - down-filled bags and trail clothing. But now we have a
new line of Stag trail bags stuffed with DuPont Dacron"
Fiberlill II. Different weights and lengths in mummy.
tapered companion and rectangular bags AM with
linings and a water
.•"► nylon covers and
These bags can
proof stuff bag
they'll dry quickly
get soaked, yet
and hung open
when wrung out
it wont recover
Down is great, bu
portant, our Stag
like this. Most inv
warmth of down
bags offer the
weight. Our popuat only a bit more
fiiied with 3 !bs.
lar mummy bag,
of Fiber fill II.
weighs only 4Vi
for cold weather.
lbs. and it's rated
What you noad to know about Dacron Fibortill II:
C Compacts easily into a small stuff bag □ Recovers
quickly from compression and is easy to refluff
□ Keeps its fluff and insulating value even when wet
□ Is machine washable and dryable □ Long lasting,
non-allergenic, odorless and consistent in quality
□ Costs a lot less than down.

fit

Sorry We Forgot May 4th Babe, But
Better Late Than Never. Les Be Friends
Anyway. Remember the Second Annual

P.B.D.

a

n

Domino's
Lunch Time Special

«

When price is important, consider a Stag
trail bag. Compare them and our trail tents
and backpacks at your sporting goods
dealer He might be having a sale right now!

HUSBANDS

Call Between

-01001

11-5:00 and Receive

Massive Spectacle.
"Cinderella af the Coronation Bj|l!"l

Send 25c for new "Bt Kind 10 Your Outdoors"
Doohiai of trail tips and catalog to MirtcriWtn/Whtta Slag. Otpt CNP. 5203 SC Johnton CraaK Blvd , Portland. Oragon 97206

fc'STAG
Trail Gear

fi%

Namtt
Address

tt
stntl

Coiug*.

.:=

ELEPHANTS-WILD ANIMALS

3 Free Cokes with any large or
1 Free Qt. Coke with any small
Pizza

Call Domino's Now for Lunch — 352-5221
The Pizza People. Period
Offer good only between Horn

Adults ,, ..
Students
..
Pre-schoolers
Moms accompanied oy
students admitted at
Student Price
Tickets w sale m
405 Student Senrices

5 pm

Lasalle s - taring Creen

SI 50
SI .00
FME
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Bowling Groan ihoflilop Gary Hoai is safe at second during last weekend's
baseball action against Notro Dome Haas is BG'» loading hitter with a .316
avorago. Tho Falcon* will bo attempting to improve their 14-14-1 overall
record and 6-6 conference slate when thoy holt Eattorn Michigan University in
a three-game series at Stollor field this weekend Today's game will begin at
3:30 p.m. with Saturday's doublohoador starting at 1 p.m.

Safe

Newsphetes by Motcio J. Una

Falcons bow to Xavier
By Bob MOOD
Suit Writer
If the old adage lhal
things must get worse
before they can gel better"
is true, then the Bowling
Green baseball team should
be in for a big weekend
against Eastern Michigan.
Yesterday, the Falcons
were clubbed by Xavier. 9-2,
in the first game of a make
up doubleheader Qamc two

was rained out.
The loss was the Falcons'
fifth in their last six games
and evened their won loss
record at 14-14-1
Xavier iced the game
early, tagging starting
pitcher
K om ie
Schwicterman with three
runs in the first, one in the
second and two In the third
The Musketeers got the long
ball in the early frames as
John Phillips smacked a

Women netters prevail
The Bowling Green
women's tennis team
defeated Wayne State University. 9-0. in a rain
shortened match Wednesday
afternoon
In singles action. I*at
Stager won. 6-4. 6-2. Amy
Smith was victorious, 6-3, 62. Janet Wonderleigh prevailed in two sets. 6-1. 6-4.
Amy Longley took her
match in two sets. 6-2. 6-1;
Connie Bower won. 6-2, 6-1.

and Cathy Brady prevailed.
6-3.6-3
The doubles matches were
not completed because of
rain. However, because
Bowling tireen was ahead in
all the matches at the time
the rain hit. the Kalcons
were awarded the matches.
Winning doubles teams
were I'am Dean-Wonder
leigh. Longley Sharon
Kennedy and Marilyn Hook
er-Jonalee Wiandt

three-run shot in the first
and Terry Snider added a
two-run blast in the third
Phillips drove in six runs
for the day. including a runscoring single in the second
and his second homer of the
afternoon in the seventh
with a man on.
Schwicterman suffered
the loss (1-3) and needed
help from Jim Kishcr in the
fourth and Steve Price in the
sixth Price gave up the final
three Musketeer runs
Schwicterman just didn't
get the ball over." said BG
coach Don Purvis
His
wildness just took him right
out of the game.
"Of course, we didn't play
well behind him. 1 thought
we played poorly "
The game was played in a
steady wind blowing to
straightaway center field.
The wind eventually brought
with it the rain that washed
out the nightcap-not to
mention the extra boost it
gave to any ball hit to the
outfield

With four home runs hit in
the game, including Paul
Miles' two-run belt in the
second for the Falcons' only
runs of the day, coach
Purvis didn't believe the
wind contributed to the loss,
although it did aid the long
ball to an extent
"The first home run hit by
Xavier and Miles' homer
were both well-hit balls."
Purvis said "The other two
got caught in the wind
"The wind blows for both
teams, so it didn't make any
difference in our losing the
games "
Today, the Falcons open a
three-game series with
E astern
Michigan
University beginning at 3 30
p.m. at Steller Field
Tomorrow's doubleheader
starts at 1 p.nt On the
mound coach Purvis plans
to go with Dan llebel. Mike
Frilling and Kip Young as
his starters

Netters try again tomorrow

Rain foils tennis match
By !>.. GarfleM
Bowling Green's unpredictable bad weather
dropped in again yesterday
long enough to cancel the
Ohio University Bowling
Green tennis match.
The wind came at three,
and the rain started around
3:30 p.m.. during singles

competition after four
matches were completed
The remaining two singles
matches were terminated
during the final set
Two hours later, the sun
popped through the clouds,
the wind ceased, the
temperature jumped a few
degrees, but the netters
were long gone

Tom Lightvoet jumped off
to a quick start and finished
his first singles match
winning 6-1. 6-2 before the
rain
He stretched his
undefeated Mid-American
Conference record to 5-0 It
was the second straight year
the senior co-captain
reached the 10-victory
echelon Lightvoet is 10-3

Spikers compete at Pitt
The Falcon tracksters
face the last leg of the
regular season schedule
when they travel to
Pittsburgh to compete in the
Pitt Relays today and
SaturdayIt will be the last meet
before four consecutive
weekends of championship
competition, beginning with
the Mid-American Conference championships here
next Friday and Saturday
Special two-day general
reserve seat tickets for the
MAC meet adjacent to the
finish line are now on sale at
the Stadium ticket of lice
Reserve tickets are $4 tor
adults and $2 50 for students
and children. They will be
the only tickets sold in
advance.
General admission tickets
will be sold at the gate both
days of the championships
Friday's general admission
will cost adults $1 and
students and children 50
cents Saturday's general
admission is $1 50 for adults

and 50 cents lor students and
children
BOWLING tireen coach
Mel Brodt said most ol the
team will compete at the

Wottle
honored
Olympic gold medalist Dave Wottle.
Bowling Green's sixtime All American in
track and cross
country, has been
named the University s
outstanding senior
athlete for the 1972-73
year
He was selected from
among 11 athletes who
were honored at a
Wednesday luncheon of
the Falcon Club. BG'l
athletic booster organization.

Pitt Relays, which he says
will serve basically as a
tune-up for the conference
meet
Brodt said unlike Ann I
the relays month-the Pitt
Relay! will be more like a
regular meet than relay
races
"April was the end of the
relay season." Brodt said
This will be the first time
BG has competed at Pitt
Brodt does not know what
teams will be there other
than possibly Pitt. West

Firsf

Nowsphoto by John Chitester
Distance runner Tracy Elliot (wearing headband) is shown en
route to his first place finish in the three-mile run at last
weekend's quadrangular meet at BG. Elliot will be competing
in the six-mile today as the Folcon track team participates in
the Pitt Relays.

Bowling Green's golf
team will begin its most
important
tournament
competition of the season
this morning
The linksmen will be
playing the first round of the
Mid-American Conference
championship at the Toledo
Country Club
The Toledo club has a

play in the 16-team College
National Tournament of the
United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse
Association IUSILA).

Denison. winner of the MLA
crown, and BG make up the
two Midwest representatives
in
the
tournament

The Falcons will meet
Denison University in the
first round of competition.

The first game is
scheduled for Wednesday at
3:30pm. at Denison.

BRATHAUS
Happy Hours!
Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
6-8 P.M.
2 For 1

Thus the four-mile relayteam, subject of a two-page
article in last week's Sports
Illustrated, has run its last
race this vear

DOUG DENNIS failed in
his bid for a tournament
seed, dropping his fourth
singles match. 6-4, 6-2. to
Mark Singerman
Number five man Ron
Dredge dropped his first
MAC match of the year,
losing. 6-4. 6-4 to Pete
Kendall Dredge stands 2-1
in league playTim Unwell dropped his
sixth singles match. 6-2. 6-3
to John Russum Howell
stands 7-6 for the campaign
Dan Ryan and Tun Howell
were unable to finish their
three-set matches
Gill said the ol match
will not be rescheduled
because of lack of time
before the MAC championships next week.
The Falcons. 7-5 overall,
travel to league-leading
Miami tomorrow for a 2
p.m. match The Redskins
are undefeated in league
play at 6-0 BG is their final
contest

Golfers play for MAC crown

Stickers meet Ohio State
The Falcon lacrosse team
will meet Ohio State
University in the last
regular season Midwest
Lacrosse
Association
iMLAl game tomorrow in
Columbus at 2 p.m
A win would place the
Falcons in a tie for second
place in the conference with
Kenyon College. Both would
sport identical 7-2 league
marks
Ohio State's 1-7 record
should not be the sole basis
for judging the Bucks BG
coach Mickey Cochrane said
OSU is starting to come
around and is improving
with each game.
The biggest threat to the
Falcons will be Skip Win
Bourgondien. He is
considered by many to be
the best one-on-one player in
the MI .A
In addition, the lacrosse
team has accepted a bid to

Virginia University and
Syracuse
' There will be no team
score. Brodt said "We'll
just be putting certain
individuals in certain
events We're not concerned
about overall scoring
because in a sense there is
no team scoring "

overall for the year with two
matches remaining

Free Popcorn

115 E. Court

short course with an
excessive number of par
threes It allows the player
to use several different
clubs, and tests his accuracy
with long and middle irons.
"Of is probably a slight
favorite on the basis of its
play all year." said BG
coach John Piper
Last weekend in the
Northern
Intercollegiate.
Ol' took fifth place, edging
sixth place Miami by a fewstrokes
BG. IN the meantime,
took the first place trophy in
the Bronco Invitational at

Western

Michigan

University.
Everytime OU and Miami
have met this year, OU has
won by a few strokes.
"I would say that OU and
Miami represented the conference very well in the
Northern Intercollegiate."
said Piper
Piper said he thinks the
Falcons can keep up with
the competition in the MAC.
"I would like to be in the
lead after the first day of the
tournament, but realistically I'll settle to be close
iwithin 10 or 12 strokes)."
he said

The
Side Door
presents

PAM DINERMAN
May 12 (Saturday)
8:30-11:00
25«

